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Municipium Augustum Veiens: Continuity and Change
Alessandro Maria Jaia & Elisa Cella — Sapienza Università di Roma, Italy
The perception of an urban grid as a living memory of a past cultural identity is not only an issue of the modern 
period. The case of the Etruscan city of Veii and its transformation into Municipium Augustum Veiens after centuries 
of obliteration clearly shows the imperial intention of preserving memories of the past by embodying them into a new 
urban project: two of the most meaningful elements of a city, the walls and the streets, were retained in order to fit 
Augustan cultural politics. 
Two kinds of archaeological evidence lead us to this conclusion.  First, the archaeological excavation campaigns of 
the Ancient Topography chair at the Sapienza allow us to reconstruct how the original road network was improved 
despite the new landscape of the city.  And second, the epigraphic documents reveal an Augustan sacerdotal group that 
maintained the meaning of the Etruscan walls with their rites; the distinction between intramuranei and extramuranei 
is unique in the imperial urban panorama. The Roman city required no defensive system at that time, and certainly 
not of that extent: the Municipium Augustum Veiens occupied a far smaller area than that of the Etruscan city, and 
did not need improvement of the inner road network. The sacredness of the defensive line, institutionalized by the 
rites of an imperial association, and the huge project of street restoration lead us to comprehension of the Augustan 
masterwork, which reflected a new political and social order while avoiding the obliteration of monuments and keeping 
their memory alive through the inclusion of the ancient plan in the new one. Again, thanks to the methods of aerial 
topography we can still read these traces, despite the changes that the urban grid of the ancient city of Veii went through 
in recent centuries, yielding what today appears simply as a suggestive rural landscape.

The Urban Grid Plan in Downtown Naples and the Aragonese Dynasty. A Case of Early Modern 
Greek Revival?
Paolo Sanvito — Humboldt-Universität Berlin, Germany
The centre of Naples is an original urban plan from the fifth century B.C. which has not been adequately considered 
in all its implications by historians of urbanism, despite numerous recent discoveries in the area of the port. The 
plan’s origins have not been completely explained, and interpretations of its roots in the ancient theoretical tradition 
are divided between disparate hypotheses. For theoretical insights we have only Vitruvius’s chapter with two schemata 
of an “ideal” city that he attached at the end of the First Book, perhaps inspired by a now-lost Greek treatise on urban 
planning. In the first reliable Italian translation of the text, by Fra’ Giocondo (1511), it is in a chapter providing two very 
precise illustrations, entitled “De electione locorum ad usum communem civitatis.”
Knowledge of Hippocrates’s Perì aéron, hydáton, tópon (On airs, waters and places), or in general of Greek climatic, 
hygienic, and social theories and the concept of health (hygieia), could have been a major preoccupation of the Ionian 
philosophers and architects of the archaic and classical period.  But they were also a preoccupation of early modern city 
builders. If we look at Fra’ Giocondo’s plan for an ideal ancient city (1511) we can observe how the Vitruvian schemata 
underwent a transformation around 1500, a sort of applied modern revival of ancient theory. 
The street grid in Naples was designed by the Greeks between 420 and 400 B.C., about the time Hippocrates was 
writing.  While this suggests that there might be a link between medical theory and urban planning, there are still 
some issues to clarify. Do hygienic theories correspond to the plan at all? Whose intentions were expressed through the 
Quattrocento debates or their elaboration: the Neapolitan humanists’ who guided the architects, such as Fra’ Giocondo, 
through the Campanian excavations, Vitruvius’s, or even those of a still-unknown governmental authority? 
Before reaching any conclusions, we should also recall that there was a major king involved in the project, Alfonso II 
of Aragon. The entire territory (and public health) of his capital were at stake, whether as memory of antiquity and its 
ideals or not.

Early Orthogonal Settlements in the Western Mediterranean and the Culture-History Paradigm
Zeynep Aktüre — Izmir Institute of Technology, Turkey
C.M. Wieland’s admirable Abderites (1774) dates from a period when a European identity was being constructed 
against that of ‘the other’. Ionians from Teos settled in the native Thracian Abdera, in a grid-plan town dating from an 
unsuccessful re-foundation attempt by Klazomenaians. Wieland argues that the wise social character they thus carried 
from Athens to Thrace via western Asia Minor changed to the one portrayed in the satire as stupid and dumb, while 
their material culture remained the same, as attested in the grid of  fourth-century BC prostas houses.
This culture-historical approach apparently suggests a similar urban layout in another Abdera along the Mediterranean 
coast of Iberia, where Greek presence in trading posts is well-evidenced from the mid-sixth century BC onwards. These 
co-existed with Phoenician ones, and are distinguished from them by their regular gridiron plan that forms the exact 
opposite of the organic layout of ‘the others’. On the other hand, historical sources attest the foundation of the western 
Mediterranean Abdera in the eighth century BC as a Carthaginian trading station.
Carthaginians represent ‘the other’ in the western Mediterranean context, partly due to Gustave Flaubert’s influential 
Salammbo (1862) and its repercussions. These oppose the noble Roman to the monstrous Carthaginian society in such 
straight lines that are taken by F.J. Haverfield as the simplest mark dividing  ‘civilised man from the barbarian’:  ‘The 
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savage, inconsistent in his moral life, is equally unable to “keep straight”, in his house-building and his road-making’. 
Yet excavations at Carthage revealed rectangular building blocks dating from the fifth century BC onwards, breaking the 
link between Greek settlement and the appearance of gridiron planning in the western Mediterranean.
Motivated by the comparative absence of a Phoenician and Carthaginian contribution in Mediterranean settlement 
historiography, this paper questions the ideological background of this absence for a critical appraisal of the culture-
history paradigm.

Between Heaven and Earth: Cistercian Nunneries as Dynastic Memorials in the Low Countries
Thomas Coomans - K.U.Leuven, Belgium
Recent research has proven that there was a preference for Cistercian nunneries for perpetuating dynastic memory in 
the 13th century in the Low Countries. Several abbey churches developed rather uncommon architectural configurations 
that only can be related with the funerary function of the place and the power of the Dukes of Brabant, the Counts of 
Flanders, the Dukes of Gueldre, the Counts of Holland, etc. Even though most of these exceptional buildings have been 
demolished, architectural, visual and written sources allow us to evoke these spaces where tombs of princes, relics of 
saints and praying Cistercian virgins lived together between life and death, heaven and earth.

Unifying the Community: The Evolution of Centralized Space in Hungarian Church Architecture 
1900-2010
Zorán Vukoszávlyev — Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Hungary 
Among other intentions, church designs with centralized spaces aim to redefine the place of humans in the world.  
In the case of contemporary Hungarian churches, the quest for architectural meaning  has adopted a continuation 
of tradition combined with present-day aesthetic demands; this tradition is closely connected to the clear conception 
of liturgical spaces and redefinition of Christian space at the turn of the millennium. A kind of  artisanal aspiration 
describes these churches and chapels –  even down to the design of the liturgical tools.  In churches built for small 
congregations, the great importance of this thoughtfulness is evident. 
The introduction of centralized design types is highly significant in the universal context of church construction. The 
Lutheran and Calvinist churches with a Greek-cross layout and central dome not only recall the experiments of L. C. 
Sturm in the eighteenth century, but also apply progressive space-spanning systems in their structures. In the case of 
the Protestant churches, the references to German cultural influences are not coincidental. Germany and Hungary have 
a rich religious relationship not only in a physical but also in an intellectual sense: the deliberate use of central spaces 
demonstrated an understanding and employed a practical application of Sturm’s idea of central space.  Above all, this 
arrangement intended to resolve the spatial connection of the church nave and the assembly hall, a concept that has 
practical importance for the reformed churches.  Precisely this spatial concept returns at the turn of the millennium, 
but then also becomes typical of Catholic churches. In these examples, German Protestant building practice of the 
1920s and the architecture of Otto Bartning and Dominikus Böhm are reflected. 
Examples from Catholic and Protestant churches highlight an important factor in contemporary 
Hungarian church architecture: spatial organization, specifically the arrangement of the layout system. Architects became 
fond of using central spaces, illustrating the ethos of community at the turn of the millennium. The paper presents 
several examples of this, demonstrating the mutual influence of the churches of different denominations on each other.
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